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Incongruous

Totally illogical and annoying.  Synonyms abound.  Choose which qualification you like.  Absurd, 

foolish, idiot.  No common sense or incongruent. 

Hey, calm down.  This is not an oversimplified language game, you know.  Reassured ... fine then I'll 

move on.

A song of Gilbert O'Sullivan on the radio.  "Nothing rhymed" with that recognizable musical streak.  

An echo from my childhood.  His tones form smooth melodies.  Interlaced with a second tune.  

Beautiful hit single from the past.  Dressed up with an executive text.  Full of artful words.

Mindset

They are incomparable with each other.  Research showed.  By the Dutch cultural sociologist 

Hofstede.  He drew up differences in mentality.  Between the Portuguese and Dutch. I will mention 

his conclusions, here and there.  Varying from expectant and modest to straight to rude.  If you like, 

straightforward, like Grandpa Dick.  Devoted to his old, trusted vehicle.  With endless kilometers on 

the clock.  Not a single dent more or less.  Like any Portuguese road user.  Who cares about that.
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the clock.  Not a single dent more or less.  Like any Portuguese road user.  Who cares about that.

Defect

Continuing to drive with a jamming door turns out not to be an option.  This problem is solved 

quickly thanks to the on-duty garagist.  Fine, but unsolicited there is a pain point in return.

Well, a metal shield.  Become illegible and corroded.  Through the ravages of time, entrenched in 

the door jamb.  In need of replacement.  Portuguese law requires the legibility of this vehicle 

identification.  

Clear and done, rules are rules.  Grandpa Dick is by no means convinced.  Fearful of bureaucratic 

hassle around that piece of metal.  Maybe a piece of cake.  Such a simple DIY job, he hopes.  The 

worn plate off and a brand new one on it.

Prescriptions

He presents it full of optimism.  The reaction is reluctant.  Maybe a white lie?  To help fool 

authorities.  Helpfulness is considered a national character.  Anyone who asks for directions is always 

treated willingly.
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treated willingly.

It's just a minor imperfection, says Grandpa Dick.  Such frills in the door jamb, nobody sees it.  The 

car does not drive a meter less.  However benevolent, the officer proves adamant.  As a car owner, 

Grandpa Dick must be in Beja.  At the vehicle registration (RDW).

Grandpa Dick is reluctantly in it.  After deliberation on to Beja.  One way driving a hundred 

kilometers.  In vain, because the office appears to be closed.  He shrugs and acknowledges his 

failure.  Better to check the opening times first.

Straitjacket

Greeted by a friendly lady on his return visit.  An oblique eye fixed on the screen full of instructions.  

Her docile attitude goes beyond display of independence and initiative.  Ah, the hierarchical 

relationships in the office, almost archaic.  Where the leaders decide and delegate little.

Meanwhile, everything revolves around the paperwork. The proverb ... a good listener also counts. 

With communication disorders lurking. She is insensitive to a charm offensive.  Madam strictly 

adheres to Portuguese rules.  Do not process an incomplete request.  Stand firm until all formalities 

have been completed.  Disappointed, Grandpa Dick returns home, mile-consuming.
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have been completed.  Disappointed, Grandpa Dick returns home, mile-consuming.

Back in Beja again for the fifth time opposite the same employee.  Grandpa Dick expects all 

documents to be delivered correctly.  He catches a dubious glance from the monitor.  Grandpa Dick 

fears the worst.  Full of confusion, he flips out of his shoe.  Driven by frustration, he hits the table, in 

the spur of the moment.

Approach

Portuguese score above average.  On the scale of uncertainty reduction.  Making them doubt about 

unknown risks.  They prefer not to go beyond their limits.  Fearful for face loss, the Portuguese 

denies making mistakes rather than making excuses. Her monosyllabic statement does not sound 

very convincing, hence.  Sistema ... she explains with a shrug and rolling eyes.

As if she is subordinate to the computer system.  The Dutch are known for the polder model.  But 

Portuguese are considered top diplomats. She apparently capitulates unmoved and with a red 

head: we will send a validated identification document to your car dealer.

All in all, nothing new under the sun.  Concerning the Portuguese folk character.  A year later, 

although an experience richer, but above all € 170 poorer. A bargain, say so. After all those futile car 

journeys. For a brand new sticker.  Hidden in the door jamb.

Counterproductive
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journeys. For a brand new sticker.  Hidden in the door jamb.

Counterproductive

It was popular in the 1970s.  Gilbert, in striking crisis-like outfit.  A flowerpot hairstyle, striped tie 

and three-quarter trousers.  His manager didn't like it.  Fans thought otherwise.

Nothing old, nothing new, nothing ventured...

Nothing further than proof...

Nothing older than time, nothing sweeter than wine

Nothing I couldn't say

Nothing why 'cause today

Nothing rhymed

Gilbert O'Sullivan

Gilbert wanted to emerge.  Look totally different.  Not exchangeable for common discoveries.  

Similar to Portugal.  Loved but as far as Grandpa Dick is concerned ... quite incongruous.
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